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Abstract  
Currently, many activities and efforts are taking placed in different municipalities 
in Denmark in order to contribute to the national target,to phase out fossil fuel in 
the heat supply by 2030 and in the entire energy system in Denmark by 2050. 
However energy transition is a complex process and involved many section and 
include many inter relations. Any form of changes in one part can effects others 
which is one the biggest challege in energy transition and including these effects 
requires to develop and apply more intellegent tools and measures.  
 Energyplanner web application have been deveolped parly in this study and was 
applied for calculation and data production heat supply in Slaglese in futur. 
work energyplanner web application have been developed based on Backcasting 
method and energy balnce concept and system thinkig. 
Three different futures for heat supply in Slaglese have been designed by applying 
energyplanner web application. 
The application will make it possible to make desirable changes in an given energy 
system and then it trace and calculate some of the effects and visualised them in 
form of Sankey diagrams with is simple and undrestandable for different people 
with different backgrounds. 
In and in the paper , the discription of the web application and how it work is 
presented.  
The intention behinde the development of this application have been to provide the 
tool to deal with complex issues due to the energy transition in a more intelligent 
way. Furthermore, enhance participation of different stakeholders and actors, 
through the different stages of energy transition, energy planning and energy policie 
development and implemetations.  
This project have been also a great opportunity for furthur  development of 
energyplanner web application, which still in the development phase. Applying the 
application in this project to process the data and make some of the calculation have 
been also very helpful for identifying existing bugs and defects in the web 
application which will be used for improvement of later versions. 
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Abbreviation 
    CHP: Combine heat and power 
EPWA: Energy planner web application 
      EU: European Union 
    GHG: Green house gases 
    MWh: Megawatt hour 
           t: ton 
        TJ: Terajoule 
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Chapter.1 
1.1. Introduction 
 
History of human being is, history of energy transition, and how human use energy 
to adapt to the surrounding environmental condition and climate change to survive 
till now. 
In the current social constructions, we live in high-energy societies, which mean 
having a stable, reliable, affordable energy system plays a crucial role in 
performance and development of a society, hence status of energy system, in a way 
represent the technological and economical and political condition in a society or 
nation. [1][2] [3] 
However, the way that most of energy systems worldwide which are based on fossil 
fuel, are functioning cannot continue for much longer since consumption of fossil 
fuel gives rise to environmental adverse effects such as GHG emission and over 
harvesting many natural resources and loss of biodiversity and extinctions at an 
alarming rate and shortages of resources, clean air and water, energy security.[4]  
These days, tendency for moving towards sustainability especially in the energy 
sector have been increased, and due to growing general awareness of sustainability 
issues, in many countries more concentrated efforts have been made to come up 
with solutions toward sustainability.[5] 
 
In recent years, energy security and independency in one hand, and dramatic 
increase and fluctuation in the fossil fuel price on the other hand, and also the 
climate change concerns, have been made European committee to adopt new policy 
and new direction for energy planning and consumption, in order to substitute fossil 
fuel by national energy production from available renewable energies sources. 
Furthermore many research and studies have been run in EU parliament and 
continuously, they have been established many requirement for sustainability in 
term of emission, energy efficiency, saving, etc.[6][7] 
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1.2. 2050 goal for energy in Denmark 
Denmark as one of member state in EU have established one of the most ambitious 
climate policy toward a low carbon society,” The long-term goal for Danish energy 
policy is clear: the entire energy supply – electricity, heating, industry and transport 
–is to be covered by renewable energy by 2050”. However, in case of heat and 
electricity supply, the target for phasing out fossil fuel is set for earlier. Fossil fuel 
has to be phased out for heat and electricity production, respectively by 2030 and 
2035. [8] 
Accordingly, many efforts in national, regional and local level have been made, to 
support and promote solutions for GHG abetment and renewable energy 
development, in order to realize the Danish 2050 goal and meet requirement from 
EU. 
1.3. Current energy system in Denmark 
In the existing energy system in Denmark, there are still many individual heating 
based on oil and natural gas and also collective energy production units, which is 
still based on fossil fuel, and were built in the past, with a low efficiency and low 
by-product management. Most of them are relatively old and no longer able to meet 
EU regulation regarding emission and efficiency, therefore they have to be closed 
down or substituted with new energy production units based on renewable energy 
sources and with higher efficiency, in order to meet national and EU requirements. 
1.4. Moving toward 2050 goal for energy 
 
The case study in this paper is Slagelse city, which is located in Slagelse 
municipality in region Zealand, Denmark. In addition to the national target, 
Slagelse joined covenant of mayors in 2009 for CO2 reduction emission. The 
intention in this work is, to investigate some of the possibilities that can be applied 
for designing a sustainable energy system based on renewable sources for heat 
supply in this city in a more intelligent way in order to contribute to EU and 
national target as well as fulfill the committed CO2 reduction in Slagelse city. [9] 
Energy transition and CO2 reduction in the Slagelse heat supply can happen 
through series of possible changes in the in the different part of energy system, such 
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as change the inputs of the energy system, change in transmission and conversion 
unit, change in consumptions units. 
Making these changes can affect the current system in many ways and create many 
challenges. In order to have a stable energy system after changes, and also 
minimize economic impacts of the transition, it is necessary to monitor all possible 
effects and carefully plan the new design and include all aspects. 
The difference between a fossil based energy systems and a renewable based 
energy system, mostly comes from the difference of renewable energies 
characteristics and fossil fuel, such as heat values, availability1 and conversion 
efficiency2 and different form of losses in the conversion units.[7] 
In the past, designing of fossil fuel based energy system did not need a high level of 
intelligent since fossil fuel seems to be abundant and relatively inexpensive, but 
that is not the case for renewable energy sources. Therefor, transition form fossil 
energy to renewable energy, call for a higher level of intelligent to process and 
handle complex aspect of changes. 
The effort in this work is, to develop and analyze number of solutions by making 
some changes and using different combination of the available technologies and 
then develop a model that can visualize, the outcome of these different designs and 
produce artificial data in order to make it easier to find a sustainable alternatives in 
the heat supply of Slagelse city, that can also fit in the current situation in this city. 
Therefore as part of this study, in order to overcome the challenges in a more smart 
way, energy planner web application has been developed.  The aim of development 
of this web application was, to trace and calculate of some forms of changes in the 
energy, which will be created due to the energy transition activities and substitution 
of fossil fuel with renewable energies. 
In the paper it can be seen that how the developed web application make it possible 
to create desirable changes in the energy system and then visualize final results and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  Sources	  such	  as	  solar	  and	  wind	  2	  	  The	  efficiency	  of	  current	  available	  technology	  that	  used	  for	  converting	  renewable	  sources	  is	  relatively	  higher	  compare	  with	  the	  efficiency	  of	  technology	  that	  have	  been	  used	  in	  the	  fossil	  fuel	  conversion	  units	  that	  were	  build	  in	  the	  2	  	  The	  efficiency	  of	  current	  available	  technology	  that	  used	  for	  converting	  renewable	  sources	  is	  relatively	  higher	  compare	  with	  the	  efficiency	  of	  technology	  that	  have	  been	  used	  in	  the	  fossil	  fuel	  conversion	  units	  that	  were	  build	  in	  the	  past.	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outcomes in a simple and understandable figures to be used for energy planning and 
energy policy development.  
The Backcasting based on the natural step framework have been applied in the 
study. The objective of this study fulfills conditions for applying back casting3 in 
term of complexity of the problem and on the other hand there is a need for major 
changes and dominant trends are part of the problem and time horizon for solution 
development is long enough. 
There many options to design a possible sustainable future for Slagelse energy 
system but in this study three possible futures for Slagelse city heat supply have 
been designed based on the current discussion on desirable future for Slagelse heat 
production and the result of the web application for each design have been 
analyzed. 
The developed tools in this project have been aimed to most be useful, in case of 
the decision that have to be made now but their effect will remain for relatively 
long time and become a fix element in the future, such as deciding on future of 
waste combine heat and power in Slagelse city and whether it should be rebuilt or 
be shutting down.  
Program still under development and it have been tryed to include as many 
important factors for energy planning as possible in the algorithm of the program, 
that can help energy planners to design and apply best fitted combination of energy 
sources and conversion technology to the local situation and social and economical 
and political and environmental considerations. 
The main idea for development of the application have been to provid a useful and 
in some level inteligent tool for energy planning that can lead to better desicons and 
wise investment and  more public participation in the energy transition process.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3	  A	  more	  complete	  description	  of	  conditions	  can	  be	  find	  in	  the	  theory	  section	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Capter.2 
2.1.Problem formulation 
How can design, a sustainable renewable energy based system in Slagelse for heat 
supply, in order to approach to the 2030 goal (100% heat supply from renewable 
sources) in a feasible and efficient way in term of CO2 mitigation and resource 
management? 
 
2.2.Research questions 
 
1. What is the current energy system for heat production in Slagelse 
city?(Input fuel and technology) 
2. For energy transition in the energy system for heat supply in Slagelse 
city, what forms of changes should taken placed in the energy system? 
3. Based on the ongoing discussion in Slagelse municipality about the 
future of heat supply for Slagelse city, what can be three desirable 
futures for heat supply in Slagelse? (The developed web application will 
be applied for this part) 
4. How is the level of sustainability in tem of emission reduction and 
efficient resource management in the three futures based on the result 
form energy planner web application and Slagelse city heat demand 
duration curve4 ? 
5. What are the recommendations for designing a sustainable energy 
supply in Slagelse city in the future, based on the result of this study?  
  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4	  A heat duration curve” illustrates the variation of a certain load in a downward form such that the greatest load is plotted in 
the left and the smallest one in the right. On the time axis, the time duration for which each certain load continues during the 
day is given.” ,Wikipedia	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Cahpter.3 
3.1.Definition of concepts 
 In this section some the concept that are used in the paper will be presented. 
 
3.2.The Covenant of Mayors  
1The Covenant of Mayors is the mainstream European movement involving local 
and regional authorities, voluntarily committing to increasing energy efficiency and 
use of renewable energy sources on their territories. By their commitment, 
Covenant signatories aim to meet and exceed the European Union 20% CO2 
reduction objective by 2020.[10] 
3.3. From supply side planning to the demand side planning 
 Historically, energy systems was designed based on the supply side (capacity) 
thinking.  The principle in a capacity thinking is that, in order to have a stable 
energy system, and supply the demand and meet daily and seasonal fluctuation, 
capacity margin of 20% have to built, which was calculated to be sufficient to 
provide a secure energy production and supply. The built capacity has to cover 
consumption peaks and unexpected consumption rises without experiencing any 
costly break offs. 
 However, in this kind of systems, normally the average of usage of the buildup 
capacity for energy supply, is less than 55% and the reason is that, the available 
capacity was built up based on the rate of growth and possible peaks and it is too 
large for normal rate of consumption, therefore part of the capacity is hardly used 
during a year.  On the other hand, in supply side energy systems, typically there is 
not much focus on efficient planning for utilization of all build up capacities and 
byproduct heat management (no heat planning), The measure in capacity thinking 
(supply side planning) is power (MW). 
 The weak performance of supply side planning in term of efficiency and resource 
management, have been realized as an opportunity to develop a more efficient way 
of energy planning so called demand side planning.  
In demand side planning thinking, capacity of energy units in the energy system 
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design based on the demand. Energy efficiency, saving, using different technology, 
byproduct heat management duration curve are some of the main elements in this 
method. The chosen input fuel and technology and the scale of production units 
have to be chosen in a way that minimized the losses. By demand side planning  
and supplying demand load by different generators and by product heat are recycle 
and reused, the efficiency can be improved significantly . The measure in demand 
side planning is energy, (J) or (MWh).[12] 
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Chapter.4. 
4.1.Methodology 
The methodology used in the paper is presented in this section. 
4.2.Project design 
 
Figure 1. Project design 
4.3.Data collection 
Development this project and the application have been done by working available 
material on local renewable resources in Slagelse city and current energy units in 
Slagelse , heat planning of Slagelse, the material that it was developed in Roskilde 
university for region Zealand and Slagelse, green account of energy units in 
Slagelse, material available on Danish energy agency and energynet.dk website and 
European union official website, etc. for calculation and technical work.  
For theory and methodology and definition concepts, relevant article from scientific 
journals have been used.   
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4.4.Limitation and challenges 
Two of the most foundation of smart energy system design and planning are first is 
required data and figures of the current energy system behavior and the second is 
relevant tools in form of computer program with smart algorithm that can be 
developed based on the data and existing patterns on how the energy system works. 
The aim of this project have been to provide a tool for more smart energy planning 
and during the development of the energy planner website, some times, finding the 
needed figures and data were challenging. Some time there was not any available 
measures for desirable factors. However, the effort in this work was to avoid the 
rough estimation and use physics and mathematic calculate the missing factor from 
available data and figures.  
The other challenge is that the energy planner website tend to be useful to plan 
energy system in a short term and long-term time scale. So during the application of 
this tool many changes in regulation, technology, and economy can be experienced. 
These challenges have overcome in some extent by making the web application 
flexible to series the of the forthcoming changes based on the energy catalog(for 
change in technology and economy) developed by Danish energy agency and 
observed changes in EU regulation for emission and energy efficiency(For change 
in regulation and requirements).[13] 
On of the major challenge in different project is finding best available data. In these 
work also a lot of time have spend to find the relevant data in the energy system, 
different way of calculation for same figure, missing measurement and data in some 
area were some the challenges. 
4.5.Case study 
 
Slagelse is a city located in Southwest Zealand in Denmark, approx. 90km from 
Copenhagen with 32,126 inhabitants in 2013. It is one of Denmark's oldest cities. 
The city is the Zealand's eighth largest and is located in Slagelse Municipality , 
which is part of the region Zealand. [14] 
Like other municipalities, many efforts are being made in Slagelse to approach 
2050 goal. 
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Slagelse municipality joined the Covenant of Mayors in 2009. With the agreement, 
the municipality has committed to go beyond the objective set by EU and reduces 
CO2 emissions by more than 20% in 2020 compared to 2009. This reduction 
agreement applies to the entire municipality as a geographical entity and also 
includes corporate, public and government consumption, etc.[9] 
The focus in this paper is on heat production in the Slagelse city and national target 
on 2030, for fossil fuel free heat supply in Denmark and also fulfilling the reduction 
of CO2 emission in this sector and contribution to the covenant of mayor 
agreement. 
The aim in this paper in to choose and present some of the opportunities that can 
lead the energy transition in heat sector in Slagelse city toward the right direction 
according to the target. 
First, the current energy system will be explained and then by applying the 
developed model to make changes in the energy system in three desirable futures, 
which will present in follow sections.  
The case study have been chosen because of synergy of Roskilde university with 
Slagelse municipality leading by Tyge Kjær. Some of the idea that is used in this is 
inspired from a program called “The strategic energy plan program in region 
Zealand  “Den strategisk energiplan i Region Sjælland” which is also a cooperation 
between municipalities located in region Zealand and Roskilde University for 
future energy planning in the region. 
So the desirable futures presented in this paper, adopted from some of the ongoing 
discussion in this program about the future energy system Slagelse municipality.  
Since two of the main element in heat supply in Slagelse city, CHP plant based on 
straw5 and waste are relatively old, and soon have to decided about the future of 
these plants. It can be seen in follow section, if they will rebuild each of these 
plants what would be the effects on the heat production energy system and 
according to demand side thinking, whether they can fit to the city heat duration 
curve in the future. Even though the two CHP plant will have higher efficiency and 
with standard level of emission and can meet the requirements now, but still there 
are a lot of consideration to made, since the large investment have to made for the 
new plant and it have to operate for long time to pay back the investment and will 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Detail on Slagelse city energy system can be seen in the next section. 
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become a fix element in the energy systems and wrong decisions might be very 
expensive for municipality and consequently. 
It is not possible to develop a master plan with details for a long term horizon, since 
the context and situation is not clear about the future, however it is possible to be 
clear to the desirable future like 2050 target in Denmark and then build the step 
stones toward the desirable future.  
 
4.6.Current energy system for heat production in the Slagelse city 
At the moment, in Slagelse city, there are one combine heat and power on waste 
and one combine heat and power on straw and a boiler based on natural gas. These 
three units provide hot water for district heating network in Slagelse. In 2012, 
district heating provides heat to covers  around  59% the heat demand of the city, 
which is 54% of the heat delivered by CHP plant Straw and waste and 8.8% coming 
form natural gas and there is no detail data available for the rest 6.8%, based on 
Slagelse heat planning 2009, 3% of district heating is in form of very small 
collective heating (blokvarme in Danish) based on either fossil fuel or natural gas 
and in some case form of biomass or collective heat pump. But more resent data ,  
on the current percentage of bolvarme in the city could not be found.  
Rest of the heating system in the city (37%)using individual fossil fuel heating 
based on either natural gas and oil. 3% of heat supply in the city comes from 
individual electricity heating and heat pump and in some case individual biomass 
heating. There is also one under construction straw boiler.  
Table.1. Share of different method in Slagelse city heat supply 2013. [11] 
Heating method 
Net heat demands CO2- emissions 
MWh/ Year % Ton % 
District heating 204000,962 59% 18137 0% 
Central heating, natural gas 80171,678 23% 20073.0 53% 
Central heating, oil heating 48921,594 14% 15893.6 42% 
Central heating, solid fuel 823,951 0% 0.0 0% 
Electric heating 6224,774 2% 1817.6 5% 
Heat pump 1341,303 0% 130.6 0% 
Other 3450,505 1% 0.0 0% 
Total 344934,767 1 39728 100% 
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Figure 2. Current heat demand in Slagelse and the amount that is supplied with each method (MWh/year)[11] 
 
Table.2.Method and fuel in (MWh) deliver to district heating networks [11] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  6	  There are no detail data available for this portion of district heating	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The waste CHP is relatively old and the future of the planed is under discussion. 
Decision on rebuilding or shut downing a large scale energy production units 7 such 
as waste combine heat and power in Slagelse, which supply heat to the district 
heating system and provide electricity to the grid is even more complex. Because 
the investment for these plants is high and the life span is long around 20 to 40 
years8. The result and effect of a wrong or right decision will last for a long time.  
 
On the other hand many other forms of changes have to be implemented in different 
part energy system. Regarding The effect from changes and fix elements make the 
transition process very complex. 
 
4.7.Saving program in Slaglese 
 Based on the national regulation in Denmark, all energy-supplying companies 
Such as district heat, heat and electricity production companies, oil and natural gas 
supplier companies, etc, are obligated to make certain amount of saving9 each year 
regardless of the method that they use. The requirement have been 6.1 PJ/year but 
amount of saving per year have to be almost double to 12.1 from 2014 to 2020. 
Saving can take place both in the end used perspective such as improving eat 
isolation in old houses or in the energy system input perspective, by changing the 
supply fossil fuel to renewable sources such as installing solar heating or solar 
photovoltaic10. [15] [16] 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  7	  Typically, in order to produce heat and electricity with a possible low cost, the energy production units are built in large 
scales and collective form such 	  8	  they will become a fix element and most likely unchangeable elements in the future	  	  
10 This form of saving does not seems to not have any reduction of consumption but it in reality is just forming of reduction of 
usage fossil fuel. 	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Chapter.5 
5.Theory 
5.1.Backcasting history 
Backcasting, is a method that for the first time proposed by Lovins for electricity 
supply planning in 1970s as an alternative way, and at the time, he suggested name 
for the method was backwards- looking analysis’ but later Robinson proposed to 
call the method Backcasting.  
At the time(1970s) a major focus on developing fossil fuel and nuclear based 
energy system in order to meet the increase of energy demand and population 
growth. This form of planning was based on form forecasting thinking. 
The difference between forecasting and back casting is, that in forecasting planning 
build upon the current trend, and it is a continuation of current practices with 
improvement in the existing constrains. Forecasting does not have capacity to be 
employed for a long-term planning, since the human needs, economical and social 
condition can be subject to many changes in the future. On the other hand in a 
Forcasting method, a favorable context for innovation and fundamental changes 
cannot be created, but in Backcasting planning is not made based on existing 
constrains. Backcasting is visioning desirable futures beyond the dominant trend 
and current limitation and plan and make incremental changes in a long time 
horizon toward them. 
Robinson implicated, in Backcasting method there is a great potential to deal with 
complex issues which such as sustainability problems. Backcasting make it possible 
to see the possibilities and options in long term in order to form current planning 
and decision to approach envisaged desirable feature and also avoid unwanted or 
being papered to deal with. 
 
Applying Backcasting for energy planning for promoting sustainability since late 
1980s after oil crises, was the starting point for low energy demand society thinking 
which have been lead to fundamental changes and creation of different new 
innovative perspective for energy planning and energy production and consumption 
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in past years. As the results numerous renewable energy development project and 
energy efficiency and saving activities have been taken placed since then.[17][18] 
Dreborg listed five elements that Backcasting is most relevant. 
1. When there is a problem with complex context;  
2. When fundamental changes is needed;  
3. When the problem cusses by or include the dominate trend;  
4. When the externalities is a determining factor  
5. When the time horizon is set in a way which is give the adequate time to 
make considerate choices [17] 
 
5.2.Backcasting based on natural step framework 
 
Many ways and method have been developed for applying Backcating. Backcasting 
based on natural steps (TSN) framework in a method, which is from of Backcasting 
with objective of endorsing and enhancing sustainability. In this method the 
desirable future are design in the frame of four conditions for sustainability and 
outcomes of the Backcasting have to be prioritize and chosen considering 
sustainability conditions which is described in the first step. The natural steps 
(TSN) framework consists of four steps, which has been developed by the instituted 
of Physical Resources Theory at Chalmers University of technology and by non-
governmental organization of natural step in Sweden. 
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Figure 3.Backcasting[19] 
 
The four steps for (TSN) framework for Backcasting are as follow.[18][19] 
1. Define a framework for sustainability, in this step the framework and the four-
sustainability principle are described, which have to fulfill in a sustainable society 
are defined. Holmberg categorized the four conditions in 1998 as follow. 
In a sustainable society, first, there must not be growing trend of concentration of 
extracting material from earth crust. Second, it must not be growing in substances 
produced by the society. Third, it must not over harvesting the resources and 
manipulation of ecosystems. Fourth, resources should be managed in a most 
efficient and fair way in order to cover the basic human demand all around the 
world. The first tree steps is on the ways that human activities can disturbed the 
ecosystem and pollute soil and water and air, which have to minimized and put stop 
goes to in a sustainable society. The last step is on social sustainability and efficient 
resource management. In a sustainable society, activities have to be in a way, that 
does not undermine people ability to meet their basic need worldwide.  
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Figure 4. The framework, that envisioned desirable futures should fulfill and used 
as indicators to determine the level of sustainability in the different possible future.   
 
2.Describe the current situation in relation to that framework  Which is 
describing the current of the given system and analyzed  status of that applying 
frame work measures in order identify existing suitability and problems.  
3.Envision number of desirable futures, in this stage is a brainstorming process, 
beyond the current dominate trends, limitations in the technologies, time 
boundaries. Envision of the future which is sustainable and it is suitable for the 
system even if it violate the current system.  
 4. Find strategies for sustainability, in this stage the outcomes from step two and 
three are connected and the possible path ways for achieving the desirable status are 
being identified and their economic feasibility are being examined and then 
relevant strategy are being developed and different action will be assets to 
determine whether it is a flexible platform toward the desirable goal or not. 
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Chpater.6 
6. Energy planner web application 
This part is the introduction energy planner web application. This part comes before 
application of theory since the EPWA will be used to envision three desirable 
futures for heat supply in Slagelse apply based on natural step framework.  
6.1.How the web application works and what are the possibilities?  
Under supervision of Tyge Kjær I have developed Energy planner web application.  
Development of primary idea of Energy planner has been developed in the 
beginning of 2013. EPWA primarily developed in form of energy planning 
software. In fall 2013, as part of this project it, the software was improved and was 
converted to a web application in this project, in order to make it more convenient 
for users to access the tool and also skip the complicated installation and 
networking in a case, that it is going to be applied by group of users in different 
organizations.  
The EPWA is still in the development phase. The original developed algorithm and 
mathematical formula and programing languages have been subject to many 
changes in different stages. After each stage a beta version have been available to 
the group of people. The changes in the program have been taken placed based on 
result of ongoing researches and activities in energy planning in Region Zealand 
and current needs, also comments from my supervisor and feedback from other 
users who test the beta version. 
The effort in different stages has been to make EPWA, more user friendly and more 
convenient to apply.  One of the considerations has been to limit, the needed 
information for inputs to the available figures for user. Since begging, numbers of 
needed figures, for designing a desirable energy system have been reduced. 
However, user friendliness need to be enhanced and also there is still need for 
improvement of quality and exactness of the current features and also adding new 
features and options in the later versions. In follow, the web application presented 
in a way that is designed to work, however at the moment some the part may not 
function, as it is indented, due to the new technical issues which will be solved in 
later versions.  
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This is the first time that EPWA, is applying in a project for designing a future 
energy system, which can very helpful to identify existing bugs and defects in the 
web application. 
6.2.Energy planner tool based on energy balance and system thinking and 
Backcastig method 
 
Energy planner tool have been developed based on system thinking, energy balance 
and Backcasting method based on natural step framework method, in order to make 
it possible and easier for different people with different background and interest, to 
apply Backcasting and implement their idea for energy planning in an artificial 
environment and design their desirable futures for energy system for a given area 
and see the outcomes in form of Sankey diagrams. Sankey diagram is popular 
diagram, because it is easy to understand and it is applied in a great extent in 
different businesses for visualization of energy flows, material flows, efficiency, 
losses, waste. Program collect the history of different design by different users, 
furthermore EPWA can communicate with excel files, save insert data by user and 
calculated numbers in an XLS or XLSX file that can be downloaded and also read 
data from an excel file with the standard format. 
Created data and Sankey diagram and column chart will make it easier to compare 
different design and find sustainable alternatives that can be implemented the 
energy system based on priorities and different consideration in term of 
environment, society and economy in Slagelse or any other given area.  
As it mentioned the EPWA works based on energy balance concept 11 and system 
thinking 12, therefor the assumption in the program is that, energy system is a close 
system, consisting of four elements: 
1. Input fuel to the energy system  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 Energy balance in an energy system can be described based the first law of thermodynamic. ”The first law of 
thermodynamics is a version of the law of conservation of energy, adapted for thermodynamic systems. The law of 
conservation of energy states that the total energy of an isolated system is constant; energy can be transformed from one form 
to another, but cannot be created or destroyed.” Wikipedia 
12 System thinking:in order to face the sustainability challenge in given area we assume that as close system. The idea with 
system thinking is to look at the overall picture and how different element inter relate. In order to monitor and analyze a 
system in different situation, it is not only important to have knowledge on how individual units function and change, but also 
to have the knowledge about, how different units inter relate, based on their characteristic and how can they effect each other. 	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2. Conversion units 
3.  Distribution units 
4. Consumption units 
Based on the energy balance the aggregate amount of energy that inter to the 
system and leave the system is constant and energy neither created or destroyed in 
different units and it just change form and based on system thinking, there are a lot 
of complex inter relation between different units, and creating any form of change 
in one parts of the system will give rise to many effect to other parts. 
 
6.3.Input of the of the energy planner web application  
 
Some of the changes due to energy transition are input to the EPWA. Changes and 
effects, due to energy transition and CO2 reduction activities in Slagelse or any 
other given energy system, can be in many forms, but the following changes are 
those that included in EPWA. The possible changes insert as input to the EPWA. 
 
1. Change on input of the energy system. Change of percentage of each input 
fuel to the energy system or change the fuel itself from fossil to renewable 
with combination of different technologies that convert the fuel to energy. 
Each fuel has its own heat value and will result certain amount of emission. 
2. Change in conversion units, reducing conversion losses by improving 
conversion efficiency and utilization of byproduct heat in form of recycling 
and reused the produced byproduct heat due to energy conversion. 
3. Change in transmission units, abatement of losses, first, ‘over production 
losses’ by reducing the cool off, second ‘transmission losses’ by improving 
the transmission system. 
4. Change of amount of demand, by promoting energy efficiency and savings 
in consumption units 
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Inserting the number to the program can be done both by inserting directly or in 
form of XLS or XLSX file, which have been filled in a standard form.13 
 
 
Figure 4. Input page  
 
6.4.Needed information for input 
1. Share of each fuel in form of percentage and the technologies that is 
already being or will be used to convert the fuel to energy. Percentage of 
each fuel and related technology should be inserted in the first column. 
In the program fuel have been divided to two categories so fossil fuels 
percentage should be inserted in the upper part of the first input column and 
renewable fuel should be inserted in the lower part.  In case of waste or other 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  13	  Example	  for	  using	  the	  web	  application	  can	  be	  find	  in	  the	  application	  of	  the	  theory,	  using	  EPWA	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similar fuel, which consist of both fossil14 part and renewable part15, percentage 
of each portion goes to fossil and renewable category. 
In EPWA, information on type of the fuel are combined with the technology 
which convert that to energy, since efficiency of conversion and amount of 
losses and emission and economy and many other aspects are different for 
converting same fuel, using different technology. 
For instance straw is, one the current input to the current Slagelse energy 
system in a CHP plant, but in future we want to use straw, both in CHP plant 
and in boilers. In the first, column the two options exist for straw, so percentage 
of each fuel will go to the relevant cell.  
 
2. The heat value of inserted fuel, with some methods it is possible to achieve 
a better heat value, so it is possible to insert and change available figures for 
this characteristics in EPWA. 
3. Figure for emission in ton per MWh for each fuel, resulted by used fuel and 
conversion technology. Figure for CO2, SO2, NOx is included in EPWA and 
other form of emission like CH4, that is not in included in the web 
application, can be inserted as CO2 equivalent. 
It is important, that will be possible to have option to insert the emission figure and 
change them, since the amount of emission, and the way that are being calculated 
can be subject to changes, due to advancement of technologies and also new official 
measures and regulations for calculation of the figures. Therefore in the EPWA it is 
possible to change these figures, and update them in every calculation. 
 
4. The figure for percentage of total efficiency, electricity efficiency and also 
the percentage of heat and electricity that are being lost in transmission 
units.  
Transmission (grid loss) lost can be calculated a follow, the amount of input is 
known, and the amounts for output electricity and heat is known and the amount of 
delivered heat and electricity is also can be calculated from the payments. However 
the produced heat minus delivered heat, comprise of two elements, the grid lost and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  14	  	  non	  biodegradable	  waste	  including	  plastic	  	  15	  Biodegradable	  part	  and	  organic	  waste	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overproduction lost16. So in the web application, the figure for transmission lost for 
heat represents grid lost plus overproduction lost, which sum of these two is 
inserted to the EPWA as one figure fir transmission loss. 
 
5. The amount of demand for heat 17 in MWh, that in the box in right down in the 
interface page. The amount of demand after any form of changes causing by energy 
efficiency or saving or other reason can be insert in this input box. 
 
 
 6.5.Output of Energy planner web application 
 
Some of the effects of the changes are output of EPWA.Output of the program can 
be saved and download in an excel sheet and can be seen in form of sankey diagram 
and column chart in the graphic page. 
 
Outputs, which appears in the downloaded excel sheet are as follow: 
1. Amount of required fuel in MWh of each fuel corresponded with, inserted 
percentage of each fuel and conversion technology and losses for the 
inserted design, so the input is percentage and out put will be the amount of 
needed fuels in MWh. 
2. Resulted total emission of CO2, SO2, NOx for the inserted design in ton. 
3. Total required fossil fuel and renewable fuel for the inserted design in 
MWh. 
4. The total produced electricity as the result of production of heat for the 
inserted design In MWh. 
5. The total amount of amount for each losses; total heat transmission and 
overproduction lost in one figure and total conversion in MWh. 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  16	  amount	  of	  over	  production	  lost	  can	  be	  calculated	  by	  using	  heat	  duration	  curve	  ,	  the	  more	  detail	  description	  for	  this	  form	  of	  lost	  can	  be	  found	  in	  the	  application	  of	  theory	  step	  two	  17	  But in this project focus is just on heat supply in Slagelse city and not electricity. 	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Output which appears in the graphic output page 
As it can be seen in follow figure that thickness of the flow in Sankey diagram 
represent the amount of input and calculated outputs. Units of all flows in Sankey 
diagram are in MWh. Based on the energy balance, the sum of the thickness of all 
outputs, will be the same with thickness of input fuel. In output page, user can see 
the amount each flow in MWh by holding mouse over the each flow. 
So if any of mentioned changes happen in either input or conversion or 
transmission or consumption units, amount of other units and corresponded 
thickness in Snakey diagram, will be changed and also the level of resulted 
emission and amount of used renewable and fossil can be also changed, the last two 
changes in will be shown by change of height, in column charts.  
The column chart in up right, shows the amount of required renewable and fossil 
fuel for the inserted design in MWh and the column chart in down right shows the 
total amount of CO2, SO2, NOx in tons. 
In follow figure a sample for graphic output page can be seen. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Output page of web application, based on energy balance, the sum of the thickness of all outputs are 
the same with thickness of input 
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Cahpter.7 
7. Application of the theory, Backcasting based on natural step framework 
7.1.First step of Backcasting based on natural step framework  
In the first step in the back casting based on natural step framework method the 
framework for sustainability is defined.  
Natural step framework for designing sustainable futures for Slagelse heat supply 
energy system, in this work, has been interpreted as follow; 
1. Desirable future should not include fossil fuel as input since, it is been 
overharvested in past decades and also emission from fossil fuel, have been 
cause many pollution and adverse effect on ecosystem and climate change, 
which already have affected many people life around the world and 
continuation of using fossil fuel can reduce people ability to meet their basic 
need due to the climate change and pollution and resulted economic 
18effects. 
2. Available renewable sources from local that can be used for energy 
production19 should be utilized for energy production in the most efficient 
available technologies with recycling the by product heat and reduction of 
losses in conversion units.  
3.  Selection of available renewable sources should be taken place, based on 
environment consideration such as minimum adverse effect in term of 
emission and better resource management and damage to the landscape and 
ecosystem and economy and social considerations20. 
 
4.  Losses in transmission units and consumption units have to be minimized. 
Possible opportunities for saving and energy efficiency have to be realized 
and applied, in order to manage the available resources in efficient way.  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  18	  Loosing	  home,	  agriculture	  land,	  health	  problem	  and	  relative	  expenses,	  ect.	  	  19	  If	  can	  not	  used	  for	  more	  important	  need	  such	  as	  human	  an	  animal	  feed,	  such	  energy	  crop	  and	  straw	  20	  damage to the landscape and ecosystem and economy and social considerations are not in the main focus in this study.	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7.2.The second step of Backcasting based on natural step framework  
Then in the second step, where the current situation in relation to the sustainability 
frameworks 21 is described. 
The follow figure, is the output of the program based on inserted input from table.1 
and table.2  
AS it can be seen in output Sankey diagram, more than 50% of the current heat 
supply coming from fossil fuel in Slagelse city and the amount of CO2 emission is 
also significant. 
 
Figure 6. Current status of heat supply in Slagelse city, Output of the program based on inserted input from 
table.1 and table.2 
Amount of losses is also significant; especially conversion lost which is caused by 
high share of fossil fuel consumption and operation of low efficiency conversion 
units and poor level heat recycling and byproduct management. Also transmission 
lost is relatively large, which is based on available data, my estimation is that 
transmission lost and CO2 emission is more than what it can be seen in the Snakey 
diagram, since the diagram just includes the available figures. Transmission lost 
consist of two forms of losses, losses in transmission units and losses cause by over 
production. In follow it is explained what is the over production loss and what can 
give rise to this form of loss.  
Over production lost 
The difference between produced heat and payment partly causes by distribution 
lost and partly cause by heat over production lost which is hidden between 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  21	  Covenant of mayor agreement 2020and heat and phasing out fossil fuel for electricity and heat production 2030	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production and delivery, ignoring this form of lost can give rise to some false 
statistics and calculation. 
Typical CHP plants operate in whole year, therefor if the yearly production of CHP 
units exceed the based load, it give rise to cool off in summer.  
The over produce heat have to be cool off in district heating system, when the send 
out hot water return to the production plant with higher temperature than it should 
be22. That can mostly happen in summer time that need for heat is minimum and 
just limited to the based load. 
One of way to visualize hidden over production heat is to put all produced heat in a 
year in the heat duration curve of the given location. For this project current energy 
system for heat supply and desirable design for future energy system have been put 
in relevant duration curve in an excel sheet model, in order to include the figure for 
hidden over production lost from CHP plant in the calculation. 
 
In follow figure it can be seen how operation of two CHP plant have been give rise 
to cool off and waste of resources in summer Slagelse city.23 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  22	  Consumption units do not cool off enough 	  23	  	  This	  is	  not	  part	  of	  the	  web	  application	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Figure 7. Heat duration curve of current status of heat supply in Slagelse city, Output of the program based on 
inserted input from table.1 and table.2 
 
 
Currently over production is not automatically calculated and included by EPWA 
and it has to be calculate by user and included manually to transmission lost figure. 
But the intention is, that in the later version of EPWA, having more focus on 
duration curve and find a proper solution to deal with CHP technology cool offs 
and includes that in the calculation.  
 
 
Therefor based interpolation of Natural framework for sustainability for this 
project, due to high level of usage of fossil fuel and CO2 emission current energy 
system for heat supply in Slagelse is unsustainable.  
7.3.The third step of Backcasting based on natural step framework  
In this step is where based on the framework for sustainability and long term target 
of fossil fuel free heat and electricity in Slagelse24, desirable futures are described.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Which is also a result of backcasting thinking 
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Using the web application for step three 
After coming up with idea for different designs for energy system, needed 
information and figures related to these design, can be inserted them the EPWA in 
order to see the result and outcome of different designed future.  
 
The application make it possible, to develop number of solutions for energy system 
by making the desirables changes, using different combination of the available 
technologies and fuel and different amount of energy efficiency and saving and  see 
some the effects and outcomes.  
Before starting designing desirable needed information should be collected through 
follow steps: 
1. Mapping all available local renewable sources for energy production. 
2. Identifying all available technology that can convert available renewable 
resources to energy and get all needed information to used them in the 
energy planning tool such as percentage of total efficiency, electricity 
efficiency and grid losses and emission figures for now and what expected 
to be in the future in each technology[13] and available information on 
improvement of performance of each technology 
3. Information on opportunities for change of demand in future:  
- Decrease of demand through promoting saving and energy efficiency in 
the consumption units 
- Increase of demand for collective energy supply such as expanding district 
heat system and connect individual heating unit to district heating system 
 
 
After collecting required information, designing the desirable futures for Slagelse 
heat supply can be begun. Different form of technology and fuel can be in these 
designs. All the element that is desirable to have by 2030 in the energy system can 
be bring in these designs. 
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7.4. Desirable futures  
 
Desirable futures for heat supply in Salgese city, have been designed just for the 
portion of heat that supplied through district heating, which will be provide heat to 
up to 90.5% of the heat demand in the future, due to following reason. The rest of 
the 9.5 the heat demand in Salgese city, can be designed based on different situation 
to come from number of different technologies, in form of individual and small 
collective heating, and in order to include them in EPWA, more detail data on this 
part is needed which currently is not available, and on the other hand compare with 
district heating, this part is a small portion, so calculation for this portion will be 
neglected in this section. However it can be included in future, when the relevant 
detail data is available. 
For each future the output Sankey diagram of the design can be seen and also it is 
shown how each design will fit in the heat duration curve for district heating in 
Slagelse. 
The possible desirable futures have been design based on the most feasible 
available renewable local sources technology in the city and available energy units. 
Ongoing discussion for Slagelse heat supply25: 
Straw boiler, Straw CHP, waste CHP, solar heating and  the best available figures 
for the applied technology have been used for calculations.  
Desirable future one 
1. To expand district heating to cover up to 80% of fossil fuel based individual 
heating in future, and supply that with existing CHP straw, with the same 
amount of heat production in the based load, and rebuilt the current old 
waste CHP with the capacity of 100,000 ton/year26 with the best available 
technology supplemented with straw boilers and without any solar heating 
and without saving and reduction of distribution loss by 50% for heat and 
electricity.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Adopted from brain storming process staragice energy planning using back casting Slagelse group and Tyge Kjær work	  26	  If	  we	  want	  to	  have	  energy	  from	  waste	  in	  Slagelse,	  the	  plant	  is	  old	  and	  it	  has	  to	  be	  substituted	  by	  new	  waste	  CHP	  plant	  and	  based	  on	  energy	  catalog	  in	  order	  to	  be	  feasible,	  its	  capacity	  should	  not	  be	  less	  than	  100,000/year	  and	  the	  already	  handle	  63000	  so	  they	  should	  find	  a	  new	  supply	  for	  the	  incineration	  plant	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In follow table the amount of district heating expansion and its percentage can be 
seen and it is expected to cover up to 80% of fossil fuel based individual heating in 
future.  
Table.3. Covering the demand with renewable sources after expansion of district 
heating27, (Tyge Kjær and Regin Regin Gaarsmand  work on Slagelse). 
 
Heating method 
Net heat demands CO2- emissions 
MWh/ Year % Ton 
% 
District heating 312255 90.5% 0.0 
0% 
Small collective or individual 
heating based on heat pump, 
biomass, solar, bio oil, etc. 
38081 
 
9.5% 
 
0.0 
 
 
0% 
 
Total 344934,767 1 0.0 
0% 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 If we assume that there will no changes in consumption, no saving, no increase 
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Figure 8 Duration curve for demand that will cover with expanded district heating system and no saving, waste 
CHP with capacity of 100,000 t/year and Straw CHP with current capacity and the blue part shows the portion 
of the demand that have to be covered by Straw boilers. 
 
Table.4. The input  information that is, inserted EPWA28  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  28	  The percentage is calculated from share of each fuel to cover the heat demand and best available figure from technology 
catalog  	  
Input 
fuel 
Share of each 
Fuel 
(percentage) 
Heat 
efficiency 
El 
efficiency 
Heat 
grid 
lost 
El 
grid 
lost 
NOx 
t/MWh 
SO2 
 t/MWh 
Waste 55% 70 28 10% 5% 0,00049207 
 
0,000389689 
 
30% 
fossil 
70% 
organic 
CO2  : 0.2 
Fossil part 
Straw 
CHP 
18.6% 70 28 10% 5% 0.0016 0.00011 
Straw 
boiler 
26% 98 0 10% 0 0.0016 0.00011 
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Figure 9. Output diagram from EPWA diagram for future one expanded district heating system and no saving, 
waste CHP with capacity of 100,000 t/year and Straw CHP with current capacity and the blue part shows the 
portion of the demand that have to be covered by Straw boilers. 
Desirable future two 
2. To expand district heating to cover up to 80% of fossil fuel based individual 
heating in future and supply that with existing CHP straw with less capacity 
in the based load supplementing with solar up to 55% of base load and 
shutting down the waste CHP straw, , no saving and needed straw boiler for 
the rest.  
In follow figure duration curve for heat demand for future two can be seen. 
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Figure 10. Future two duration, curve expanded district heating system, combination of CHP straw in the 
based load with less capacity supplementing with solar up to 55% of base load, no saving and needed straw 
boiler for the rest. 
 
Table.5. Table input for desirable future 2 
Input fuel  Heat 
efficiency 
El 
efficiency 
Heat 
grid 
El 
grid 
NOx SO2 
Solar  
10 
95 0 10% 0  
0 
 
0 
 
Straw 
CHP 
8.6 70 28 10% 5% 0.0016 0.00011 
Straw 
boiler 
81.4 98 0 10% 0 0.0016 0.00011 
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Figure 11. Future two Sankey diagram, expanded district heating system combination of CHP straw with less 
capacity in the based load supplementing with solar up to 55% of base load, no saving and needed straw boiler 
for the rest. 
 
Capacity of needed boiler to cover rest of demand based on the demand side 
thinking has to be 275560 MW.29 
 
Desirable future three 
3. To implement saving (1.5%) per year and reduction of demand through 
energy efficiency in consumption units for 6 years and then expand the 
district heating with the new demand after saving. without waste 
incineration and CHP straw with the current production in the based load 
and needed straw boiler and Without solar.  
In follow table amount of saving and amount of heat demand after 6 years 
of saving (1.5%) per year and reduction of demand through energy 
efficiency in consumption units can be seen. 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Calculation can be find in appendix. 
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Table 6. Saving after 6 years 
Year 
District heating 
Demand 
2013 2020 
Demand after 
saving 
Amount of saving 
2020 
Covered by district 
heating 
204000 186315 
 
17685 
Possible demand to 
be covered by district 
heating 
108255 98870 9385 
Total 312255 285185 27070 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Duration curve for future 3a, saving for 6 years till 2020 and then expanding district heating, even 
capacity of straw CHP exceed the current based load and maximum consumption will be decrease, boiler with 
lower capacity can be used 
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Figure 13. Sakey diagram  for future 3a, district heating supply that can be expanded after 6 years of saving in 
2020, without solar, amount of needed fuel and emission will be reduced 
 
 
 
 
Table .7. Input for desirable future three 
 
 
The needed boiler in future three has to have capacity of 251673 MW. 
 
 
 
 
Input 
fuel 
Share of 
each fuel 
Heat 
efficiency 
El 
efficiency 
Heat 
grid 
El 
grid 
NOx SO2 
Solar  
0 
 
95 
 
0 
 
10% 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
Straw 
CHP 
18.6% 70 28 10% 5% 0.0016 0.00011 
Straw 
boiler 
81.4% 98 0 10% 0 0.0016 0.00011 
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7.5.The Fourth step of Backcasting based on natural step framework  
 
 In the forth step where, based on the series of considerations, result from different 
analysis of different possible future the most well fitted solutions for desirable 
future will be chosen. 
 Based on the on current opportunities and limitations, activities and action will be 
prioritized and plan and policy will be developed, in order to approach the desirable 
future approach the desirable future.  
Since the time horizon is sufficient, approaching to the chosen solutions for the 
desirable future can be adjusted to the available budget and resources and realistic 
measures with a minimum adverse aftereffects. 
Based on the result from web application and other considerations in term of 
environment, economy and society the well fitted solutions for energy system for 
Slagelse city heat production and consumption can found and relevant policy can be 
developed.  
Some of the factors that recommended to be considered for choosing a future a well 
fitted future30, are as follows: 
1. How does that future fits in the heat consumption duration curve 
2. Is there enough resources for the design in that future. 
3. How that future can fit to available budget  
4. How that future, fits in the social situation in the city such as job creation 
5. How that future can better fits to the different stake holders interest31 
6. Feasibility for implementation of that future and return of investment factor 
7. How does it fit to the current regulation and how solution will be flexible for 
new regulation.32 
8. How is that future, flexible toward different changes in form of saving and 
energy efficiency opportunities, if opportunity for savings will be neglected in 
the planning, either saving promotion will be less likely to be take placed or 
some unnecessary capacity will building up which can not be used after saving 
and will result waste of resources. 
9. If that future is flexible, in order to be combined with wind power for 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  30	  Some	  the	  factors	  are	  used	  to	  analyzed	  the	  future	  in	  this	  paper	  but	  some	  of	  them	  are	  not	  in	  focus	  in	  this	  paper	  31	  List	  of	  stakeholder	  for heat production and consumption in Slagelse city	  can	  be	  find	  in	  appendix 	  32	  for instance if there will be more strict requirement for emission is it possible to use more filtering, etc.	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electricity backup. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14.Developing  policy toward desirable future 
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Chapter.8 
8.1.Discussion 
In this chapter the three designed desirable futures are analyzed and compared 
based on the performance of each units in relation to the sustainability framework 
and demand side planning.  
1. Input fuel to the energy system  
2. Conversion units 
3.  Distribution units 
4. Consumption units 
 
8.2.Discussion on desirable future one 
The first possible desirable future has been designed, based on the ongoing 
discussion about the future of Slagelse waste combine heat and power plant. The 
life span of existing plant is over, and it have to be decided, whether plant should be 
shot down completely or it should be rebuilt with higher efficiency by applying 
better available technology.  
The reason for including CHP straw in this future design, is that, an energy 
company called SK Forsyning A/S, bought the plant in 2012, to promote the plant 
to become part of the future energy system in Slagelse city.[20] 
Straw boilers have been chosen because, it is one of the best available technology 
for covering the demand, when is exceed based load, because of high level of 
regulation in this technology to cover closed down natural gas boilers and fossil 
fuel based individual heating in the expanded district heat system.  
Analysis of different units in future one 
 
Future one consists of covers by three method of heating, straw CHP, Waste CHP, 
straw boilers and no reduction of demand and saving through energy efficiency and 
no saving through installing solar. I follow each method in this future is analysed. 
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Straw combine heat and power 
 
Input fuel to the energy system  
a) Fuel: which is straw, is carbon natural and renewable source of 
energy, which is also sufficiently available in Slagelse for energy 
production in the city, so it is local source. 
b) Technology: which is combine heat and power; as it missioned in 
previous chapter, based on the duration curve, in order to have high 
efficiency in the energy system for heat supply in Slagelse, capacity 
and production of combine heat and power, should not exceed the 
base load, otherwise the CHP plant produce extra heat during 
summer, when there is just demand for hot water and not for heating 
purposes. As it can be in the duration curve that straw CHP plant 
already can to the based load of the heat duration curve of the city. 
c) Conversion units, since straw is CO2 neutral, the emission from 
straw in not a major concern. The amount production is the current 
production and the conversion efficiency used for calculation, is 
from technology catalog, which is compare with current efficiency it 
is improved.  
d)  Distribution units: it is assumed to be improved by 50% loss 
compared with current district heating distribution lost. 
e) Consumption units no saving which expansion of district heating. 
 
 
   Straw boiler 
 
1. Input fuel to the energy system  
a) Fuel: The boilers assume to be based on straw, which is sufficiently 
amount of unutilized straw in Slagelse that can be used for energy 
production. Bio fuel, is another option for boilers but compare with 
straw is more expensive and not feasible at the moment, the other 
option is to used biogas for boilers, but it is intended to utilize the 
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produced biogas in Slagelse to substitute the used natural in the 
industry sector.[20][21] 
  
 
b) Technology: 
Boiler, is one of the best option for covering the demand over the 
based load based on demand side planning since it is very easy to 
regulate and far less expensive that a combine heat an power plant. In 
boiler technology, there is no electricity production, so it can operate 
only when it is needed and the boiler production can be easier fits in a 
heat duration curve and with a minimum overproduction loss which is 
shown in duration curve in future two. It can covers the closed down 
natural gas boilers and fossil based individual heating in expanded 
district heating system. 
f) Conversion units, since straw is CO2 neutral, the emission from 
straw in not a major concern. The conversion efficiency used for 
calculation, is from technology and one of the best available figure 
foe this technology.  
g)  Distribution units it is assumed to be improved by 50% loss 
compare with current district heating distribution lost. 
h) Consumption units no saving which expansion of district heating. 
 
 
 
 
 
Waste combine heat and power 
    1. Input fuel to the energy system 
a) Fuel: which is waste, in this future, it has been assumed that 30% of 
waste is fossil fuel due to the plastic content, which will violate the 
sustainability frameworks. On the other hand currently waste CHP 
plant in Slagelse city handle 63000 t and by increasing the capacity 
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of the plant, new source for waste supply have to be found which 
will become harder in the future with more strict regulation in the 
future for increasing waste recycling and if it can not be provided 
inside the city, Slagelse will become dependent to other 
municipalities or even foreigner sources of waste for its heat supply. 
On the other hand, still there are a lot of environmental issue with 
incineration, are a lot of issues in term of CO2 emission, water 
consumption, waste water management and bottom ashes for waste 
CHP.  
More incineration of waste means less recycling and loosing 
valuable material and organic matter such as phosphor and losing 
resources 
 
 
b) Technology: which is combine heat and power; it can be seen if 
waste incineration will be rebuilt with the capacity of 100,000 
t/year33, almost one third have to be cooled off, since the production 
is over the based load. Although, since straw CHP already is 
covering the based load in Slagelse city, so building a new waste 
incineration in any scale will give rise to over production loss. 
Furthermore investment for construction of waste plant is high and 
the life span is relatively long around 20 to 40 years and in order to 
be feasible it has to operate with full capacity, therefor it will 
become a fix element and most likely unchangeable elements in the 
future and in a sense it will create a path dependency and 
opportunity for better solutions. 
2.Conversion unit:  
There are still, a lot of environmental issues in waste incineration unit, in term of 
emission, water consumption, wastewater management and bottom ashes. Since the 
focus in this work is emission and is output of the EPWA, emission of SO2 and 
NOx might be neglected but since input to the plant is unsorted, In figure by 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  33	  Based	  on	  energy	  catalog	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assuming that 30% of waste is fossil, CO2 emission will be 18840 which is 
relatively high which give rise to sustainability issues and also there is a risk that 
plant operation can not meet future regulation considering that, the amount of fossil 
waste normally is more than 30% that is assumed in this future. 
 
3.Transmission unit:  
It is The figure for new waste incineration have been taken from technology catalog 
from best available technology for waste CHP and as it can be seen in Sankey 
diagram that even if conversion lost and in some level distribution lost will be 
reduced in the future system, still due the cool off, over production lost of the plant 
,which have been included to transmission lost, is significant in this future. So using 
best available technology will not be helpful to make operation of the waste CHP 
plant sustainable.  
4.Consumption unit: Operation of a waste CHP plant and Straw CHP plant can be 
a treat for promotion of energy efficiency and development of innovative solution 
for future heat supply in Slagelse city, since the produced heat by plant have to be 
sold to the customer in order to make the operation the waste CHP plant feasible. 
Furthermore saving is not included in this design and if based on the requirement, 
saving will be implemented; the losses will be even higher as a result, production of 
waste CHP plant have to be reduced, plant cannot operate with full capacity, which 
will be waste of investment and resources. 
 
8.3.Discussion on desirable future two 
 
In future two, as it can be seen in discussion of future one, due to the a lot of 
sustainability issues causes by rebuilding the waste CHP, waste CHP is assumed to 
be shutting down. 
In future two CHP straw with less production supplemented by 55% solar 
production covers the based load. There is no reduction of demand and saving 
through energy efficiency in future two. 
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In follow different method in future two is analyzed. 
 
Boilers 
1. Input fuel to the energy system 
a) Fuel: Same with future one. 
b) Technology:  plus to the closed down natural gas boilers and fossil based 
individual heating in this future, the closed down capacity of waste 
incineration has to also be substituted by a new capacity based on more 
sustainable renewable sources and not in form of CHP plant since it will 
cover the portion of the demand, which is not in the base load. So same with 
future one, straw boilers used in this future, but with higher production 
capacity to cover eliminated capacity from waste CHP. 
 
2. Conversion unit:  
The needed capacity for boilers to cover the demand over based load in future two 
is calculated in appendix using numerical integration method. The total needed 
capacity is 275560 MW. 
Since the difference between the highest demand and the lowest amount of demand 
is relatively high, it will be hard to regulate one large boiler to cover this part of 
demand efficiently, due to limited regulation capacity in one boiler. At the moment, 
in average the minimum capacity that a boiler can operate is 30% present of the 
whole capacity. If a large boiler is used to cover the part of demand which is over 
the based load, it will not be possible to regulate the boiler in to operate less than 
30% of its capacity so in the lower consumption period over the based load, the 
over production loss of boiler can not be prevented. 
But if we divide the heating period over based load will be divided to two or three 
intervals (the curve area to three pieces) as it can be seen in follow figure, the 
difference between, the needed heat in the begging point (value for the beginning 
point) and the end point, will become less of in each part. As the result, it will be 
possible to supply each period with more proper size boiler with higher level of 
overall regulation and less over production loss. 
 The biggest size boiler can supply the period in the first interval from left and 
smaller one in the middle and the smallest boiler can supply the period in right 
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interval with lowest consumption. The calculation of capacity for each boiler can be 
made in same way that the total needed capacity in future two for boiler is 
calculated in Appendix. 
 
Figure 15. Using more than one boiler to cover the rest of the demand 
 
3.Distribution units same with future one. 
4.Consumption units Saving through energy efficiency has not been included here 
in this design. But if based on the demand for saving, the demand will be reduced. 
The effect of demand reduction through the efficiency is mostly will be the cold 
spell and high consumption season, which is covered by boilers which can be 
regulated to the reduction. But still there will be part capacity of boilers that is 
barely used. 
 
Solar and straw CHP 
1. Input fuel to the energy system 
a) Fuel: Solar is mostly available in the warm season. Applying solar will 
cause reduction of input fuel in the based load when sun is available, it 
cannot have a major effect on reduction of input fuel on high season of heat 
consumption. 
So the needed straw fuel will be reduced by applying solar in future two. 
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b) Technology and conversion unit: If solar included solar in Salgelse heat 
production energy system, the capacity of the combine heat and power, 
should be based load minus capacity of solar that can be calculated and 
designed based on availability of solar. Solar energy is available in summer 
time and so the capacity of solar should not exceed the baseline.  
These are two ways that solar energy can be included to the energy system 
efficiently:  
-  Combine solar with a high flexible CHP that can be based on biogas or 
wood pellets which is not the case in this design. 
- Using spinning capacity method and used small portion of straw to spine 
and keep the temperature constant without any production and in case of 
solar reduction, the system can back to its full production capacity in a 
short time around 5 to10 minutes.[22] 
3.Distribution units boilers future two. 
4.Consumption units no changes have been considered in based load demand and 
it is the same in what it is in future one. 
8.4.Discussion on desirable future three 
The third future have been formed to show the effects of making savings through 
energy efficiency and demand reduction before expansion of district heating. 
Straw CHP and straw boilers 
1. Input fuel to the energy system 
a) Fuel: straw, due to the consumption reduction needed MWh fuel will be 
reduced. 
b) Technology: CHP in the based load and boiler over based load to cover all 
closed down capacities and including saving through energy efficiency.  
2. conversion unit. In this future there just CHP straw and CHP boilers that 
will be, build after saving.  Compare with future one CHP straw should have 
smaller capacity because of reduction of based load demand and compare 
with future two, the needed capacity for boilers to cover the demand over 
based load will decrease from 275560 MW in future two to 251673 after 
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saving .Therefore capacity of needed boilers after 6 years of saving (1.5% per 
year) can become smaller by 7% and provide the same services but 
consuming less MWh.  
 
3. Distribution unit. Same with future two. 
4. Consumption unit: If expansion of district heating will place take after 
savings, construction of some of the unnecessary capacity for heating can be 
avoided. Number of years and amount for saving in this future has been 
chosen based on, the national requirements34. However based on the national 
requirement installation of solar panel for heating and electricity production, 
considered as saving. But for this desirable future, saving in form of energy 
efficiency and demand reduction included in the calculation not solar 
installation. 
The purpose of the future three is to show the effect of demand reduction and 
then heat supplied through energy efficiency. As it can be seen in the 
duration curve after saving; the highest demand, reduces by 5000 MW/week. 
And supply unit and district heating system will be built based on this new 
demand with less capacity in this future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  34	  also	  considering	  	  marginal	  abetment	  cost,	  I	  could	  not	  find	  reliable	  figures	  for	  marginal	  abetment	  cost	  I	  chose	  6	  years	  of	  saving	  due	  to	  this	  consideration.	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9.Conclusion 
Nowadays by increase and fluctuation of fossil fuel price, and also environmental 
concerns, such as climate change and shortage of resources, going toward a 
sustainable energy system seems to be a well-grounded solution. 
Exclusion of fossil fuel and applying local renewable resources for energy 
production will make, Denmark energy system independent from fossil fuel 
producer countries and fossil fuel price, which will give rise to a more powerful and 
stable economy and political status for the country. On the other hand, it will help 
Denmark, to contribute to the international35 and EU climate mitigation as well as 
conservation of nature and resources36 for its future generations. 
However, energy transition and CO2 mitigation is a complex challenge and include 
many sections and inter relations and any form of changes in on section, will effect 
other sections.  
In order to deal with complexity of energy transition process, energy planner web 
application has been developed. Some of the changes in the energy system due to 
energy transition, including change in input to the energy system, change in the 
conversion units, change in transmission units and change in consumption units can 
be implemented in this web application. EPWA process and calculate, the effect of 
the insert changes on the whole system in term of emission and change of amounts 
of needed resources. 
The case study in this paper is energy transition in Salgelse heat supply energy 
system .  
Based on the some of the discussion on future energy system in this city, three 
desirable futures were designed in EPWA and based on output Sankey diagrams 
and also duration curve of each solution was analyzed. 
The desirable future were designed by creating changes in the four element of 
energy system by elimination of fossil fuel from input fuel and covering the closed 
down capacity by developing new capacity based on demand side planning from 
existing renewable sources in the current energy system and saving both through 
solar installation and energy efficiency in conversion units and distribution units 
and consumption units and more effective resource management through byproduct 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  35	  “The	  Kyoto	  Protocol	  to	  the	  United	  Nations	  Framework	  Convention	  on	  Climate	  Change	  (UNFCCC)	  is	  an	  international	  treaty	  that	  sets	  binding	  obligations	  on	  industrialized	  countries	  to	  reduce	  emissions	  of	  greenhouse	  gases.”	  (Wikipedia)	  36	  Resources:	  feasible	  energy,	  food,	  clean	  air	  and	  water,	  clean	  nature	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heat recycling and reusing, and reduction of losses and expansion of district 
heating. The used figure mostly comes from Danish technology catalog, which is 
the information on best available figure that can be achieved now and in the future. 
The overall results of the carried out analysis, for a sustainable energy transition in 
Slagelse and future of existing heat production units in the future is as follow.  
 
 
1. Waste CHP (which its life span is over) building up a new waste combine heat 
and power, is not a proper solution for heat supply in Slagelse city because it will 
give to the environmental issues such as CO2 emission and loosing of resources and 
also closing opportunities for saving and better solutions by advancing the heat 
production and storage technology. 
Based on the heat duration curve production of waste CHP in any size beside the 
straw CHP incineration plant will be over the baseline demand and give rise to cool 
off in summer.  
 
2. Straw is the viable source for energy for heat supply in Slagelse city both to 
convert to heat in CHP plant and boilers. 
  
2.The strew combine heat and power, can be part of future heat supply in 
Slagelse, current capacity is sufficient to cover the based load in Slagelse city after 
expansion of district heating. The straw CHP is also old, so in case of solar 
installation and demand reduction through saving, it is recommended, that the 
capacity of the new plant, to be rebuilt based the effect of solar production and 
demand reduction on the based load, since the overall production of solar and CHP 
should not exceed the based load. 
Straw boiler 
The close down capacity of waste incineration and natural gas boilers and fossil 
based individual heating can be substituted by a new capacity in form of straw 
boilers, which are more efficient to cover the demand over the based load due to 
their regulatory capacity combining with solar energy and saving. If the new 
capacity will be built before saving, after implementation of saving, the capacity 
cannot be fully employed.  
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Saving 
Promotion and implementation of saving, before construction of new capacity and 
expansion of district heating, will prevent building up unnecessary capacity and 
waste of resources. 
 
Based on this study, one of the sustainable option for Slagelse city is to set up some 
program based on combination of straw CHP and straw boilers and solar to cover 
the heat demand in Slagese considering saving. Based on the other consideration 
that partly included in this study and partly is not, planners can decide to implement 
saving before expansion of district heating and building up new plant or in parallel. 
District heat network has to be expanded and more houses have to be connected to 
the district heat in order to make it feasible but also there also some considerations 
for expansion of district heating 37 that should also included in this program. 
 
EPWA web application in this study 
The study shows that energy planner web application has a potential to be applied 
for making different design desirable futures for energy system, and implement 
different form of changes based on local priorities and resources availabilities for 
any given area and including any form of consideration and estimation for the 
future and the observe the result and consequence of each design and changes and 
to bee aware of the consequence of different possible future actions.  
The information form output Sankey diagram can help energy planners to 
visualized different idea for energy system and document the outcomes of different 
design to determine the effect and result of the different decision and actions and 
whether it goes toward the desirable direction or not and then include the result in 
planning. 
The EPWA can also make it easier to monitor and examine the ongoing activities to 
see if whether it is in right track regarding sustainability and desirable EU, national 
and local target. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  37	  Basically it would be feasible for old houses to connect to the district heat system. But with advancing technology in the 
construction section there is a chance that in the future will not be feasible to connect new houses to the district heat system in 
the current form, may be low temperature district heating. However in Slagelse there are many people who moves to bigger 
city such as Copenhagen, so problem with new houses does not seems to considerable factors. How ever in the future it is 
possible that by creating job through the green energy and technology(local energy supply) development and job creation and 
sufficient, inexpensive heat supply which change the ongoing trend for leaving, some of the local people want to move back 
and then low temperature district heating might be relevant[11]	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This study was a great opportunity to test the Energy planner web application and 
number of bugs and issues has been recognized through this study such as problem 
with CHP plant. The identified issues38 and technical problem have been in 
calculated manually in this project but they will be included in the later version of 
EPWA. 
One the main idea for development of EPWA was to develop a tool to enhance 
participation of different actors and stakeholders more convenient, make ideas and 
reason behind of each decision in the energy transition more publicly available. 
The effort have been to enhance user-friendliness in EPWA and make it possible 
for people from different background to use the this tool and understand the 
outputs.  
 
Planning a sustainable energy system for heat supply Slagelse city 
Many factors about the future is not clear now so it is not possible to plan all 
specific action, but the effort should be made, to use all available tool and measure 
to choose the best possible action that goes to the desirable direction. 
Based on the result from this study the follow are elements for designing a 
sustainable energy system in Slagelse city recommended. 
 
  
1. Map all resources and opportunities to incrementally go toward the fossil 
fuel energy system in 2030. 
2. Planner in the city should use available model and energy planning tool to 
visualize and implementing different idea and possibilities for future heat 
supply energy system in Slagelse and artificial environment to predict the 
effect of different changes and different action. 
 
3. Develop solution based on the results and other social and economical 
consideration and priorities 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 For instance If production of CHP plant in a design exceed the based load the over production will be different and that was 
not been considered in the program algorithm. 
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4. Since a lot of factors is not clear now try to make future energy system as 
flexible as possible 
5. Continuously monitor the ongoing action to see whether it goes toward the 
desirable direction 
 
 
  
10. Future work 
To apply EPWA for energy system and other area to trace and calculate the effect 
of different changes due to energy transition more visible in future project and also 
to develop the web application itself and identifying new feature that can be added 
to this tool to make it more efficient. 
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12.Appendixes 
a. List of different stakeholders for heat production and consumption in Slagelse 
city 
 
Stakeholders 
Positive effect 
Interest 
Negative effect 
Capacity 
And motivation 
Possible action 
Involved 
sector in the 
municipality 
 
-Green profile 
-Can fulfill the 
content of 
mitigation 
agreement 
-Green job 
creation 
-  Budget 
limitation 
-Facing new 
challenges 
-More 
complicated 
work 
-Need more 
communication 
with different 
actors 
-Planner 
-Can lead the 
energy activities 
-High level of 
motivation 
 
-Participation of 
relevant actors 
-Looking for the most 
integrated solution fit 
to the local condition 
Power supply 
company 
(Dong, district 
heating 
company, 
Incineration 
plant 
company) 
 
-Contribute to the 
CO2 mitigation 
-More green 
profile 
-More public 
found 
-Meeting the new 
regulation and 
requirements 
- Loose some of 
the profit 
specially in case 
of natural gas 
and wrong 
investment 
- Cannot expand 
the incineration 
plant company 
- Currently they 
dominating the 
energy market in 
Slagelse and they 
have power and 
capital 
-One the main 
actor, with strong 
lobby and 
influences on 
energy politician 
-Limited 
motivation for 
change 
-Involvement 
-They can change 
their product 
-Reorganize the 
business and still have 
their profit 
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Private energy 
unit 
 
- New product 
-New market 
-Green profile 
-Meeting the new 
regulation and 
requirements 
 
- Uncertainty 
with the pay 
back of their 
investment 
- Renewable 
energy are some 
time less 
convenient to 
produce and 
more expensive 
-They have 
reorganize their 
business model 
-Get new 
production 
facilities 
-Can be the 
provider of the 
new available 
technology for 
most feasible 
renewable energy 
production 
technology 
 
-Involvement 
 
-Establishing new 
partnership between 
businesses to make 
new technology 
feasible 
-Receive fund or 
support or make 
agreement to assure 
heir future profit and 
interest 
Industry and 
local 
businesses 
consumer 
 
- CO2 mitigation 
- Green profile 
-Meeting the new 
regulation and 
requirements for 
emission and 
fossil fuel 
consumption 
-Decrease the 
need to buy CO2 
quota in the future 
 
- They have to 
change part of 
the old energy 
system in order 
to use new 
source of energy 
which is costly 
- They are not 
sure about the 
stability and 
performance of 
the new 
renewable fuel 
Medium level of 
motivation 
- They can be 
promising market 
for the new 
energy product 
-Involvement 
-Invite them to the 
workshop to give 
them relevant 
information on the 
changes and 
consequences of the 
decision and action in 
the future 
-Provide support 
Industry and 
local 
businesses 
technology 
-They can be 
frontier 
businesses 
-New product and 
- Uncertainty for 
investment on 
the new 
technology 
-Can provide 
means and tools 
for energy 
transition 
-Involve them in the 
planning 
- Set the clear target 
and what can be their 
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provider 
 
new market and 
- Active and more 
involved in the 
future market in 
the municipality 
-They have 
reorganize their 
business model 
-Get new 
production 
facilities 
-Take some of 
the responsibility 
while they do not 
have any 
economical 
pressure on 
municipality 
-They can be self 
agenize and 
control their own 
activity 
role in the process 
- Possible economic 
and other  form of 
support for their 
innovative ideas 
 
Farmers 
provide the 
feed stock 
 
-New product 
(energy) 
-More active role 
in the market 
-Make more 
profit from their 
product and 
byproduct 
-Green and 
cheaper source of 
energy for 
themselves 
 
- They have to 
change some of 
the traditional 
way of farming, 
selling 
- Uncertainty 
due to the 
changes that 
they can have 
their own 
interest in the 
future 
- They can be 
high motivated 
-They are one of 
the key actors 
that can provide 
the stable input 
flow to the 
energy system 
-Involvement 
-Invite them to the 
workshop to give 
them relevant 
information on the 
changes and 
consequences of the 
decision and action in 
the future 
-Provide support 
Citizen (Tax 
payer) 
 
-Green supply for 
energy 
-Cheaper source 
of energy in the 
future due to the 
tax exemption 
and subsidies 
-They can be 
employed in new 
- They have to 
invest for new 
energy supply 
like paying for 
joining district 
heating 
- It is possible 
that energy price 
goes up since 
- They can have 
high motivation 
- They are the 
promising 
consumer for the 
output the energy 
system 
-They can 
support the 
- Involve them in the 
project 
-Give them more 
information 
-Try to make 
renewable energy 
system reliable and 
cheap as much as 
possible 
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created job renewable 
energy 
harvesting 
method 
sometimes is 
more costly than 
fossil fuel 
project by their 
tax 
-Support the citizen 
trough the subsidies 
and tax exemption to 
keep the energy price 
affordable for all 
citizens 
NGO ‘s 
 
- More 
environmental 
friendly energy 
production and 
consumption 
-They might 
have argue about 
some of the 
chosen forms of 
technology and 
Renewable 
sources which 
endanger the 
ecosystem or 
environment 
- They are highly 
motivated 
- They can help 
to choose a most 
environmental 
friendly solution 
- Involve the in the 
planning process 
- Negotiation and 
considering their 
interest and advice in 
the primary stage will 
decrease the their 
resistance in the later 
stages 
- They can help to 
come up with the most 
suitable solution 
 
Government - Help the to 
fulfill the 
mitigation goal 
2050 
 
-Lobby of 
energy 
companies 
-Conflict of 
interest 
-High motivation - Trying to find the 
optimum way to deal 
with this cross interest 
among different sector 
-Making regulation 
which be benefit all 
parties in some way 
 
b. Formula and  calculation for saving 
Demand after n years of saving: 
Demand in year n= Demand. 0.985!= 
Current district heating in 2013, 204000.962 
Possibility for extension district heating 108255 
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The demand heat demand for district heating will be 312255.4 after 
expansion will be 
 
c.Calculation for boilers 
 
Figure 16. Calculation of area below the curve f(x) 
 
In order to find area S we need to integrate the function f(x) 
 Between in the interval of a and b  𝑠 = 𝑓(𝑥)!!   
 
Here we need to calculate the area of heat duration curve minus based load in a 
year. In order to do the integration we need to f(x) but we do not have it here. So 
integration has to be done in a numeric way. So we make the area to small pieses 
with the width of ∆𝑥 and on side size is fi and the other side fi+1. S can be calculated 
as follow. 
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Figure 17. dividing area below the curve to small pieces  
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Figure 14. dividing area below the curve to small pieces  
 
𝑆 = ∆𝑥. 12!"!!!!!    𝑓! + 𝑓!!! = 12   ∆𝑥   𝑓! + 𝑓!!! = ∆𝑥   𝑓! − 12   (𝑓! + 𝑓!")!"!!!!"!!!  
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Total future Demand without saving and possible expansion of district heating will 
be  312255 MWh  for district heating system and with the based load  of 1269 
MWh and  
Maximum demand 10706.5 
Total needed capacity for the boilers=∆𝑥 𝑓𝑖!"!!! − !!   𝑓1+ 𝑓52 ∆𝑥 = 1   𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 ×280928   !"!!""# −   !!    10707.7+ 0 !"!!""# ×1 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 =275560 
 
 
Total needed capacity for the boilers after saving = 1   𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 ×256562.6     !!!""# −   !!    9778.6+ 0 !"!!""# ×1 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 =251673 
 
d. Calculation for Future waste CHP plant 
 
 100,000  𝑡  ×  2.31  𝑀𝑊/𝑡 = 231000  𝑀𝑊/ℎ 
 
 
